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Reflections on the Readings for the 30th Sunday in Ordinary Time
Gospel Reading - Mark 10: 46-52
As we move rapidly towards the end of our Liturgical Year, we are also moving towards
the end of St Mark’s account of Jesus’ ministry. Jericho is the final stopping off point
before heading up to Jerusalem. In fact, the next section of the Gospel deals with
Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem. The cure of Bartimaeus is the final miracle in Jesus’
ministry and it highlights two consistent themes: the persistence of someone seeking
Jesus’ help, and Jesus asking, “What do you want me to do for you?” Both themes are
helpful for our own faith journeys. Persistence is called for, and is always rewarded. In
spite of discouragement of others, and other obstacles that come our way we are called
to persevere. Jesus’ courtesy in asking Bartimaeus what he wants is a reminder to us
that God will not force on us anything that we will not accept.

Jeremiah 31: 7-9
The link with our Gospel seems rather tenuous here: the reference to gathering people,
including the ‘blind’, seems to be the immediate connection. Beyond this, however, is
the general tone of hope offered to people who are beleaguered. Jeremiah is noted for
his prophecies of doom and gloom. This pervades the early chapters, set during the
final stages of the Fall of Jerusalem and the beginnings of the Exile in Babylon, during
which the prophet is persecuted by officials in Jerusalem for spreading defeatism. The
final chapters, however, look forward in hope to a re-gathering of the People from all
corners of the earth back to the Promised Land. The hope is guaranteed by one who is
named as “a father to Israel”. God is always there to protect God’s people.

Hebrews 5: 1-6
A key element of what the author of this letter is trying to convey is the end of the
Temple priesthood in Jerusalem, replaced by the unique priesthood of Jesus Christ. In
this extract we are told that the priests of the Temple all have to make sin offerings for
their own sins. In next week’s extract we will be told that Jesus did not need to do this
as one who is “like us in all things but sin”! We are also told that his commission as
priest came directly from God, “You are my son, today I have become your father.” The
author also situates this priesthood outside the hereditary line of Aaron and invokes the
figure of Melchizedek, from the Book of Genesis (cf. Genesis 14), who is described as a
priest but who is neither Jewish, nor does he begin an hereditary priesthood, like that
of Jesus it is unique.
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